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NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

UNI Constitution Revised
By Dan Mendelson
The university is a community in which each and every
·member has rights and responsibilities. All are granted
the basic citizenship rights
granted all citizens of the
United States. All are expected to fulfill their .roles and
obligations within the university community .. .
A speech by President
Mullen? Not exactly, the
above was taken from the
preamble to the new UNI
faculty and administration
constitution. Because of inadequacies in the old constitution
which had not been revised
since 1965, President Mullen .
found it necessary to call for a
constitutional revision committee to be formed. It was, and
on- October 23, 1973, the
committee chaired by Drs.
Pastors and Sochen met to
begin the revisioii.
Dr. June Sochen explained
the need for a new constitution. She said, "The old
constitution didn 't describe

realities, it was ... archaic ... and
was not structured to the way
the University is today."
The problem with the old
constitution was that it was
organized in fashion after the
Teacher's College that the
school had once been.
"The new constitution, " Dr.
Sochen added, " is an agreement' between the President,
the administration, and the
fa..culty giving all parties
involved the right to participate in all matters of decision
making. " " These include financial matters, and general
policy such as; curriculum,
admissions, and grading."
She also explained , "That
even though all decisions on
virtually everything must be
made at th~ Board of
Governor's meetings (BOG),
the BOG allows internal
discussions to take place
amo_ng the faculty and administration."
Dr. Pastors, chairperson of
the committee, explained , that
the basic outling of the old
constitution had to be fund-

.amentally altered. "It opens
up governing of the University
to m9re people who are
concerned with it. " "It decentralizes the University structure. . . and gives more work
to the departments and colleges of the University. "
The new constitution divides
responsibilities among the
_faculty and administration into
three basic levels.
At the department level is
the A.P.T.S. council. A P.T.S.
stands for Appointments, Promotions, Tenure, and Salary,
and it deals with exactly those
four types of decisions.
At the college leve which is
divided into halves, the college
of education and the college of
arts and sciences, there are
eight functioning standing
committees.
They are : The Senate (21
members), the Advisory Council (13 members), the council
on committees (5 members.),
Education Policy (11 members), A.P.T.S. (11), Budget
( 11 ), and Academic Freedom
Committee (11 ).

''Po_p•·• Cultur~ Co,nes to UNI
By Richard Lindberg
Have you ever given serious
t hought to the social comment
and messages in that last rock
song you listened to? Or have
you ever wondered what type
of society creates a "Buck
Rogers" or "Sargeant Bilko"?
I( so, then the study of
Popular Culture may be for
you.
Popular Culture, that is the
study of popular "art" appealing to the masses of people, is
a relatively new field and
Northeastern is fortunate to
have an extensive program of
varied courses within the
history department. Dr. J.
Fred MacDonald, director of
the UNI Popular Culture
Institute conceived the whole
program early in 1972,, and

commenced with an experiinclude a course, " Popular
mental course that summer
Culture and Counter Culture."
entitled "Popular Culture in
MacDonald, a graduate of
the 20th Century."
U .C.L.A, has been featured
prominently in Chicago TriThe course format combined
bune story · and several radio
lectures, class discuss ions , and
a wide variety of old movies ,
programs, as UNI is the only
TV programs, popular literauniversity in the Chicagoland
area to have such a program.
ture, i.e. comic book, dime
novels and the pulps, and a , My interview with him took
section dealing with popular
place in the Popular Culture
music. Through this exposure
Resource Center, located on
to our popular culture oriented
the third floor of the Classroom building, overlooking the
society, students were able to
trace the relationship between
second _floor study area. The
the popular arts and society
Resource , Center is open to
which produces it.
·
students and offers a wide
Student response was highly
variety of old magazine s,
books, radio shows, and record ·
receptive, as Dr. · MacDonald
broadened the program with
albums available for reference.
individual courses in popular
Hours vary, but generally it is
music, "From Jazz to Rock",
open every Tuesday , W ednesmotion pictures, "Hollywood
day, and Thursday afternoons.
For aspiring teachers, Dr.
As History", and future plans
MacDonald will chair a panel
titled "Teaching of Popular
Culture ", at the Popular
Culture Association 's annual
convention in Milwaukee this
May.

Dr. J. Fred MacDonald

Q: Is there a lack of
individualism today?
MacDonald: . I don 't think
there ever was individualism,
exceP,,t maybe in the ' pioneer
da ys. You can't be an
individual in an urban world.
If you think so, just get in the
subway. I think if a man is
happy, he doesn't care 'what he
is.

Dr. Shochen (Photo by Vince Moore) .
These same committees are
also found on the all university
level.
President James Mullen said
of the new constitution, "I am
very pleased that the constitution was ratified by an
overwhelming majority of the

faculty and that the .t urn-out
was unprecedented. The response was indicative of the
desire that we all have to
achieve a greater community
within the university and
provide an effective vehicle for
its governance. "

ELECTION OVER! .
NEW STUDENT
GOV. OFFICERS
PRESIDENT: THOMAS LASSER
VICE-PRESIDENT: MARY BERG
SECRETARY : PAT WELLBANK
TREASURER: RAYMOND CHRISTL
BOARD OF GOVERNORS : DANIEL P. KOLB

By Mary Berg
Thank you to all those
fellow students who- participated by voting. I'm sure
everyone who ran thanks you
all for the support.
.On Monday, January 28th
the Student Government filled
a vacated seat by electing
Vince Moore. The other
vacancy is to be filled at the
next meeting, February 4th.
This meeting will take place in
the South Cafeteria. The
vacancies on Student Affairs
Council and Parking Appeals
Board could not _be filled due
to the lack of a volunteer.

Anyone interested in any of ·
t he vacancies, contact the
office E-205 S or join us at the
meeting.
While speaking of Parking
Appeals, you can now obtain
the appeal form at either t he
Senate Office or the Security
Building. Remember you can
protest any ticket you receive
that you feel wasn 't warranted.
This nex t announcement is
to anyone who -would like to be
a senator. The next Senatorial
elections will take place
February 26th and 27th. If you
are interested, petitions can be
obtained in our office.
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New student discovers UNI apathy

An Open Letter to Whom E,:\'er
Cares:
The teacher evaluation returns were less than hoped for.
Only 15 persons attended the
Abortion Lecture. The facult y
fa ils to give book lists to the
. Bo ok Nook for its · book
exchange. Paula Levy rambles
about daytime TV. Student
Government elections get 4%
voter turnout. Symptoms of
apathy are evident everywhere
and the core- of involved
persons nod their heads at
each other and say, "It's a
commuter school, what do you
expect?"
That explanation doesn ' t
satisfy me. As a new student
this term I'd like to share a
few thoughts and experiences
I 've had. I 'm a compulsive

notice reader and when I see a
· rush notice using initials
without an antecedent, (or
what the hell's L.S.A. or
C.C.A.B., etc.) or failing to
give other crucial information,
lknow that the Peter Principle
is alive and well at UNI (which
according to my logic ought to
be called NIU - which WOl,!ld
probably confuse it with
Northern
How About
NEIU?).
.Friday was a day I hope not
to have repeated in the near
future. Feminist that I am , I
attempted to find the "Movement" reputed to be active at
UNI. I also wanted to get a
rap group going. So the logical
place to start was that area
above the dining hall where
ACTIVITIES reportedly gene-

Viet Peace
Unpromising
(cont'd. from last week)
Despite the Nixon administration's tenacious efforts to sustain
the wretched Thieu regime ,' rapidly spiraling inflation,
widespread political and military corruption, continued
deterioration of the Saigon Air Force and the ever-sagging morale
of the South Vietnamese Army have further crippled Thieu's
diminishing base of power. The Dec. 15 New York Times
observed that "throughout the country, one can detect a
weariness with the fighting that apparently has no end,
compounded by soaring prices that make a soldier's lot an even
unhappier one than it has always been ... Soldiers and militiamen
are frequently involved in robberies and casual acts of violence.
Suicides are not unusual ... In some infantry .units, soldiers are
reported to be demanding-and getting-leaves at gunpoint."
Consequently, President Thieu's strategy has· becomeone of
sheer self-preservation. Repressive police-state tactics have been
stepped-up against the country 's civilian population. Men,
women and children are arrested as "Communists" or
" Communist sympathizers" for violating curfew and lacking
proper credentials. Upon his return from South Vietnam last
summer, American journalist, Fred Branfman revealed that the
elaborate Saigon-based intelligence network, sponsored by the
U.S. Agency for International Development (A .I.D. ), now
monitors 15 million of the country 's 20 million people with photo
I.D. cards and individual dossiers through a central police
computer. This represents a measurable increase since 1972, when
the system affected 11.5 million South Vietnamese (U.S./A.I.D.
Budget, June, 1972, pg. 330). Article 11 of the Agreement
specifies that " immediately after teh cease-fire" the "democratic
liberties of the people" were to be respected. Today, one year
after Paris, civil liberties are still unheard of.
According to Senate testimony by Sen. Edward Kennedy
(D-Mass.) . early last June, " . . . unquestionably there are
hundreds and thousands of political prisoners in South Vietnam.
There are students, journalists and young political leaders in
detention, whose only crime was ·to speak for peace or
accomodation or a political settlement of the conflict in
Indochina. And the United States nas been giving millions of
dollars in supplying training for individuals who continue to
deter people, whose only crime has been that they were in
disagreement with the policy of the South Vietnam Government
(Congressinal Record, June 4, 1973)."
Hence, on its first anniversary, the Paris Agreement has come
to signify yet another phase in the endless mingling of the United
States in Vietnamese affairs. The Nixon administration has
refused to accept defeat in Vietnam and has chosen instead to
sustain the depraved Thieu regime with billions of U.S. tax
dollars. However, the the proposition of a country determined to
maintain its own democracy while sponsoring foreign
dictatorships is a political contradiction. And for now, there is
not the slightest indication that American tax dollars can e,nsure
the Thieu government's survival any more than could Johnson's
ground troops or Nixon's B-52's.
Philip Mix
Indochina Peace Campaign

rate from. After exposing
myself as one of those nutty
libbers to various secretaries I
finally got a brief audience
with
Dean ·Zimmerman.
"Could I sponser a rap
group? " Who are you affiliated
with?" The human race, I
though, but, "Affiliated?" is
what I said. "Yes, a club or
something. " "Well," I said,
"What have you got? " Sue
Strauss was President of the
Women's Liberation club and
Mary Ann Sch'Y{artz was the
faculty advisor, I was told. So,
over to the second floor in the
classroom building I trotted.
Sue Strauss has long . since
graduated - they think and Ms. Schwartz is on a .
sabbatical leave, an'Cl the club
dissolved. Somehow I got
referred to the Women's
Studies area - fifth floor in
the bee-hive (the bee-hive
being that area opposite the
information desk between "A"
and "B" Wings. ) After much
ado I was further referred to
Dr. Jean Gillies; I felt' as though I was trapped in the
maze of the yellow pages Ma Bell's idea of a Skinner
box - except 'that it wasn't
my fingers that were doing the
walking. Dr. Gillies was out!
(Out of . town, as it turned
OUT.) I left a note and went to
the info desk. "Could I reserve
a room for a rap group?" "Just
a minute, oh , yes . Name? date?
time? p1,1rpose?" and so forth .
" What. room?" she asked.
"How about the "A" Lounge?
.. I asked . "Oh, well,. I don 't
handle lounges. You 'll have to
talk to Dean Zimmerman 's
secretary." ZIMMERMAN!?
That's where I started this
mess. So, Back I trot. On the
way I encounter an open door
and a human-looking person.
The door says C.C.A.B. I take
a chance and explain my
dilemna. " Sure. " I'm toli;i,
"THe Commuter Center Activities Board will sponsor it."
She makes a quick phone j all
and the " A" Lounge is mme!
"Incidently, " I add, "Why
doesn 't someone make up a
new students handbook or
campus activities directory or
something?" I 'm told that the
Student Senate thinks it's too
expensive.~ow there's APA 1
THY for ya.
Disrespectfully,
Marianne H. Henry

Abortion as
"legalized m urd er "
On January 22 , 1973, the · each individual must become
U. S. Supreme Court handed responsibly informed regarddown it s decision in Jane Roe in g t he alterna t ives and
vs. }ienry Wade. The majority consequences of the easy way
opinion, a vote of seven to two, out abortion. One conwas given by Justice Harry A. sequence is that it is believed .
Blackmun : "The right of stress to the uterus during an
privacy, whether it' be founded abortion results in physical
in the 14 amendment's concept incompetence in succeeding
of personal liberty and restric- births.
tions upon state action, as we
feel it is, or as the District
Second, legal protection of
Court determined, in the ninth
the unborn life must be sought
Amendment's reservation of in a constitutional amendment.
rights to the people, is broad
In his dissenting opinion,
enough to encompass a womJustice Byro_n A. White
an's decision whether or not to
stated, " This issue for the
terminate her pregnancy. " .
most part !;)hould be left with
Murder was legalized at
the people and to the political
least at a prenatal stage. One processes the people have
could hardly blame Americans devised to govern this affair. "
for their obvious apathy to Regardless of the privacy of
this decision.
the mother, abortions is a
First, abortion has been social menace, involving not
called an act of love. The religious sects, but all who
mother for many reasons have a respect for life.
the fore-knowledge of birth
Unless everyone becomes
defects, the embarassment of aware of this life-death issue
illegitamacy, or the possible and writes their legislators, the
economic inability - willfully legalized extermination of
terminates the fetal life to save others - the aged, criminals,
it from such disasters. But, the mentally retarded - is the
this conscious act of destruc- next stage.
tion is not a solutions. Instead,
Paula Biernat

k****************************

i editorial i
******************************

Abortion as a
human right

Abortion has been legalized, yet it continues to stir
controversy, heated debates, create rifts within the clergy,
religious bodies and well meaning citizens.
It is our feeling that the legalization of abortion is one of the
·greatest steps forward in the establishing the right of freedom of
choice.
There are those who say abortion is murder. When does human
life begin? When does it end? The medical profession as well as
theologians are still debating that one.
Why abortion? When a young person can barely ·support
her§elf, let alone a family, the results are often disastrous. If a
young woman is unmarri_ed, or married and finds herself with an
4nwanted pregnancy, she should have the option to have the
baby or ·riot. And the stigma placed ori an unwed mother by
society can be · unbearable.
Then there are those who are emotionally or physicilllY
incapable of raising a (fold. What happens with those children?
Perhaps most important is that having a child is a personal
thing, like religion or love. No one should have the authority to
tell another person what to believe in or whom to love. And so it
is with a women's body. A pregnant woman and the father
should be the only ones to decide what they wish to do about that
pregnancy.
There are those who feel abortion is a denial of human ~ights.
We maintain the opposite. Abortion grants the individual the
right of free choice based upon her own needs, concerns, and
hopes for the future.

THE PRINT ,S TAFF
Opinions expressed herein are
not necessarily those of the
administration. PRINT is
published weekly at · North- .
eastern Illinois University,
office <E-214 , phone JU
3-4050, Ext. 459. Deadline for
copy is Tuesday at noon.
Editor .................. Pat O'Brien

Managing
Editor ............ Gerri Leffner
News Editor ........ Jean Ikezoe
Feature Editor: Rita Harmata
Photo Editor .... Keviti Ramon
Sports
Editor .... Roseann Poderaza
Columnists: Paula Levy,
Tom Wolferman, Tom Foutris, _Marylene Whitehead

Staff: Dan Mendelson, Mary
Berg, Al Bardelas, George
Tomaszewski, Chris Meyers, Carl Nelson Tom
Walker, Marty ·O'Gradney,
Junai Peck, Jim Feezor,
Philip Mix, Ilene Rothman,
Dennis Daley, Myra BurDavida Shapiro, J.eff Castouillari, Julie Strohm
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All announcements should be received no later than 4:00 pm
Monday in room E-214 if they are to appear in that weeks paper.

THE ANTHROPOLOGY-CLUB - "Anthropos" will be
presenting Dr. Robert Hall at 1 :00 in room 3-046 on Feb. 7th. Dr.
Hall, from the University of Illinois, will give a one-hour lecture
on the Missippian ,People, their cultµre, and the origins of their
agriculture. Everyone is welcome.
WEEKLY MASS - Every Tuesday at 1:00 the Catholic
. Student Center sponsors a Mass in S-246. If you have questions
about this or any of their other activities sponsored by the
. Catholic Student Center call 583-6109 or visit the center at 5450
N. Kimball.
EDUCATION EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The
Residential School North has announced the opening of an
experimental program, Feb. 1, 1974, for students who are
potential drop-outs. It is planned to be a care.er exploration
program that will enable students to pursue a course of' academic
and job related study. Those interested should call Mr. 0.
Wilcher at 478-9003.
PROJECT LEAP - (Legal Elections in All . Precincts) will
recruit Republican and Democratic judges for the upcoming 1974
and 1975 elections at colleges and universities throughout the
area. LEAP will give sessions on topics such as voter fraud,
rights of voters, and poll watching. For further information
contact 726-3954.
PSYCHOL,OGY - Notice to all psychology students. The
first meeting of the newly formed Psychology Club will be held on
Tuesday, Feb. 12th, at 1:00 in S-317. Any interested persons are
invited to attend and become active members. VOLUNTEERS NEEDED - Volunteers are desperately
needed to assist in the Reading Laboratory at the UNI
Residential School for Boys, 3600 W. Foste¥. This is an
opportuniity to become familarized with various new reading
materials, machines, and kits used by elementary and high school
students. Fllr further information contact Ms. Roberta Chapman,
Reading Laboratory Coordination 478-9000.

ESPANOL - A Latin American Festival will be sponsored ·by
the Spanish Club at UNI, Feb. 13, in the auditorium. The
program will be free and the general public has been invited:
SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club is presently
considering sponsoring a memorial to honor the late Roberto
Clemente. If anyone has any materials (e.g. visuals; data) or
advice on where to obtain information concerning Clemente,
please contact either the Foreign Language Laboratory (.A-133)
or the Foreign Language Office (2-040). Any help offered will be
greatly appreciated.
CLUB PRESIDENTS - This is a reminder that there will be
an important meeting on February 5th, at 1:00 in 3-105. This
meeting is sponsored by the Spanish Club and will make
important decisions concerning the future activities of all UNI
clubs.
ENCOUNTER GROUP"- Anyone interested in participating
in a basic encounter group called " Getting The Self Together," ~r
"Am I Really Who I Think You Think I Really Am," may sign
up at the University Counseling Center in B-113-115. Times will
be determined by participants.
FEMINIST OPEN RAP - A rap session on women's issues
will be held in the "A" Lounge, Feb. 6, 1974 from noon to 2 pm.
Featured will be Marlo Tomas' album "Free to be ... you and
Me". Also planned will be a discussion on what is masculine and
feminine.
THE LOOP COLLEGE TEATRO en Espanol an Argentine
theatrical company, is presenting " Amoretta," a comedy in two
acts, in Spanish, at 7:30 pm on Febrmiry 5th in the UNI Little
Theatre. There ~ ill be no charge for admission.
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FACT OR FICTION?

involved where it shouldn't be
turns that flywheel - I was
by Rita Harmata
going
to cut their oil anyway . .
.
involved.
Says Time - After a long
That's
just
a
short
sampling
Belshazzar's feast of energy
Print - What about the
of UNI students. · But even
gluttony, Americans were betemperature
of your house?
alumni
had
opinions.
ing called to a bitter reckonJim - "My house is hot!!!!
April
'73,
P.E.
graduate
Jim
ing. Cold rooms, shortages of
Print - Do you think Nixon
Mangone quickly consenlied to
oil-related products from alis
responsible?
an
iry.erview.
bums to penicillin, travel
Jim - "Who's he?"
Print - Is the energy crisis
restrictions and unemployment
Print - Who's responsible
affecting you?
- spiritually cathartic perJim
"What
energy
for
the energy shortage?
haps, but hardly very comforJim - "The Commies."
crisis?"
table. (Cover story, 1/ 21/74 ).
So don't despair, when you
Print - How does it affect
Each day, new reports,
graduate,
you'll have all the
your
car?
sometimes true, sometimes
Jim
"Well,
my
team
of
40
answers,
too!
rumor provoking, begin. Tankhamsters under the hood still
ers lie idle at sea waiting for
higher prices, refineries have
reserve stocks, and hyper-inflated gasoline prices are the
· rule - many believe this and
will take in no other accounts . .
Others ask whether there is
any energy shortage worth
worrying about. Some feel it's
a hoax engineered by oil
companies to squeeze out huge ·
price increases.
Time felt William Simon's
most important job was not to
convince people that there was
by Tom Wolfe_rman
a problem, but to bring order
out of chaos in the governThe closest I've ever come to being camp is when I wore elastic
ment's attempt to deal with it.
The Christian Science Mon- love beads around my neck sophomore year in high school. And
itor asks - What's happened that wasn't until Woolworth's started selling them. Through the
to President Nixon's "project years, I 've found myself considerably slow in catching on to fads
independence"; his ringing call and craze·s . So, naturally, this entire nostalgia movement we're
for the U.S . to be · self-suffi- jitterbugging to has left me somewhat dazed. I have found ,
cient in energy by 1980? ho~ever, that by confronting each "trip-down-memory-lane" one
Energy experts now declare · sh-boom at a time, I can safely survive to the next.
So far , I think I 've done very well. I've acc!)pted Bette Midler,
that it will take at least until
1985 for the U.S . to generate cuffed pants, two-toned shoes, Ronny Howard, and the concept of
enough domestic supplies to be wedgies and socks. Thus, you see, I am basically a liberal-minded
person, willing to accept reasonable nostalgia - until last
able to forgo foreign imports.
Can we rely on voluntary weekend. For it was then that I flipped to the flick page (a
conservation measures, or nostalgian term meaning movie) and saw a bombarding ad for 5
must restriction begin, with (count em!) "Beach Party" movies " at drive-ins and theatres all price increases and limiting over Chicagoland! "
Now a person can take only so much. My boundary barely
purchasing power?
Opinions of students at UNI includes Connie Francis in "Where The Boys Are." That leaves
vary. Rich Lindberg says Annette . Funicello out · of bounds on a fast surfboard to
"Many people feel the oil Saskatchawan. Nostalgically speaking, bikini movies are the
shortage is a "company plot" , ultimate in ungrooviness. But allow me to prove why Annette
I think it is real and will be a Funicello will never again be able to swim into my heart.
If you've ever experienced Foster Be11ch you probably know
growing, ominous thing for
years to COlpe. Resources only · why I reject Funicello Sand Cinema. To make my point, let me
go so far. For myself, as yet, it · whisk Annette off from California to spend one typical summer
·
has not_really affected me one day at Foster Beach:
9:00 A.M. Annette reaches Foster Beach but must turn back:
way
or
the
other,
except
for
.
No parking space available for her dune buggy.
, more frequent trips to the
9:30 A.M. Annette boards the Foster bus : the driver hollers
Standard station. "
"step to the rear!" In the process Annette wipes out 12
It hadn 't been a personal
passengers with her surfboard.
crisis to Dennis Daley either,
10:30 A.M. i\nnette attempts to find a choice spot on the
but he says, "I'd hate to say ·
beach but cannot find one with an electrical outlet for her guitar.
anything that would put Mr.
She settles for an area of sandy dirt distinguishable by a paper
Nixon in a good light."
cup
. holding an ant war next to six or seven dead alewives.
Some students feel their own
11 :00 A.M . Annette bounces over to the concession stand and
homes, heated by oil or gas,
orders a large can of Aqua-Net hair spray. The concessioneer
growing colder. It was fun the
upsets her by shouting that the only thing he sells is 60c boxes of
first week putting on a long
flowing robe over sweater and . Milk Duds.
12:00 A.M. Annette self-conscoiusly begins to realize she is the
jeans , but now it's a pain. V.C.
only
person on Foster Beach who back is not peeling.
feels that ·Nixon doesn't have
1:00 P.M. Bored and homesick, Annette climbs a nearby rock
any power in this situation
and begins singing "Beach Party Tonight. " She is quickly
with Watergate still on · his
milk-dudded off the rock by a cult of adolescents wearing red
back.
lipstick and costume jewelry, trying to hear " The Andrew
C.R. - a big gas user - has
Sisters " on their transistor radios.
trouble getting over $2.00
1:30 P.M Annette is mistaken for a waitress at Laurie's
worth of gas from the stations
Pizzaria.
in his neighborhood. But he
2:00 P.M. Annette trudges off t he beach after learning that if
feels the situation would have ·
she wants to hold a clambake or Hawaiian Luau she will need an
come about in the sa me
Illinois. picnic permit.
manner whether Nixon were
So you see - once you've felt the down-home sleaziness of a
president or not. Since G.G.
Chicago beach, Annette's antiseptic crowd just doesn't make the
doesn't drive, she .felt she
scene. Yet there is .always hope that Annette and the gang will
didrr't have to lower the
swim into the California sunset and drown. A nd there's reason to
temperature of her house. She
bep eve that the nostalgia wave will move into a similar direction
felt it was Nixon's fault. She
- namely: outtasight!
feels the U.S. is always

TOM
FOOLERY
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VIEWPOINT:

How Would You

Change the Curriculum?
I strongly approve of the way my curriculum requireme0:ts are
set up. After all the core is just set up to give the student a
general idea, sort of a minimum requirement, the student has •
always the chance to develop his knowledge of his field further.
In my case, I'm furthering my knowledg~ in my area because the
requirements I've had just wet my appetite. I a{ll just not ready
to quit. I would have graduated last semester, but I stayed
because I didn't feel I _was ready to graduate.
As far as the genernl statis of the schoql, I think that the
university should expand to incorporate a business department
and _curriculum. Also I'd like them to re-offer Chinese as a
language, because I .think it would attract more students now
with the current world interest in China, seeing as China and
U.S. relations are just opening up. This would----Hot only go
well with a Language, Political Science, or History major, but
also be an asset for a business major should this curriculum be
added.
Mike McCluskey

I feel that there is s~agnation in the types of ,curriculum being
offered at Northeas'tern. I realize that funding has a lot to do '
with this , but funding could be possible by polling the students
in the high schools of the Chicago area who would come if, let's
say , business was offered. Then take these figures to the state
or federal authorities asking for the funds guaranteeing some
sort of return when the enrollment increased. This is only a
suggestion , but should be considered as a direction in which to
move.
•
I would also like to see counselors involve themselves with
the s idents - more on a one to one basis. The counselors don't
seem to know what is going on, they seem to be more concerned
with coffee breaks than the stllflents.
Rick Carlson English - Sec. Ed

With Gary Sosnowski

I think the required curriculum for education is good . You
~ust have kind of a background to serve well as a teacher, but the
curriculum is only good for reference, that is, not to be used as
the total reasoning for all situations, experience should take over
where the classroom curriculum left you.
.
As far as the curriculum being broadened I ·am all in favor of it.
After all, this is a university' and not a teachers college anymore.
Business, and other forms of different curriculum should be
introduced to make the adjustment from a teachers college to a
university.
Donna Gianopulos E.C.E
In my specific area (ECE) I'm satisfied with the way the
curriculum is set up. They replace ? lot ofthe methods classes in
elementary and secondary education with field experience
(Practicum). This serves the student well, having experience
more as a.teacher rather than just classroom teachings. This also·
shows the student many views to a situation rather than one case
in instance.
What I would like to see is more a variance of teachers per
subject, outside my own area, in our professional preparation so
to say. What happens is you get the same teachers teaching the
same subjects semester after semester. This allows no variety of
opinion to be available to the student.
Rosemary Schwieger
ECE - Early Childhood Ed.

Author's Comment
It is the opinion of this author that curriculums are set up to
help the student in terms of presenting the subject to him, and
meeting tne students needs. If a curriculum fails to do this it fails
to serve the student. And if the present conditions are to limiting
to the student, steps ~hould be made to expand _them.
Therefore, the present curriculums should be examined to
determine their validity to the students, and steps should be
made to investigate fur ther if new curriculums are needed to
further meet the need of the expanding student body. It is my
opinion that such expansion will prove necessary.

Gary Sosnowski

COMING NEXT WEEK!
$pecial lmpeachmt;Jnt
Issue! John Ha,:tford
Concert Review and
Other Items of
Interest for All.
12 BIG PAGES!!!

ANDRE

CROUCH
. AT UNI
And rae Crouch , soul-gospelrock singer , will be in t he
Auditorium for a three=hour,
. a d miss ion-free concer t and
rap- time from noon unt_il 3pm
Tuesday , February 5, 1974.
T he concert is spon sored by
t h e Northeastern Christi an
Fellowship and by College
Ministr ies of t h e Illino is
Assemblies of God . Appearing
with Andrae will be his t win
· sister Sandra, and a group
called " Sweet Spirit'" .
Andrae Crouch alway s sings '
for Jesus , and usually appears
with •'The Disciples", a group
he organized in 1965. · Since
t hen. "Andrae Crouch and the
Disciples" have thrilled millions of people internationally
wi th their inspired singing of
songs composed by . Andrae,
who ·has written over 400 _
Some of his hits include " I 've
Got Confidence," ' Tm Gonna
Keep on Singin "," " I don't
Know Why Jesus Loved Me,' ·
" It Won't. Be Long," and
" Through It all. " The Discipies have recorded five albums
for Light Records, one of
which is a live performance at
Carnegie Hl;\11.
The strongest feature of
Crouch's singing is spiritual
motiva tion. In addition to

The '50s Musical Comedy is --•&i.\._
CHICAGO 'S BIG GEST HIT i
i
'"R oi stero us a nd rnu d y ! Ev:n-/ pne should savor thi s rare ij
overseas 'tours and concerts
across the U.S . and Canada,
many of which at colleges and
universitie·s . They have appeared on the Johnny Carson
Show, the Pat Boone Family
Show, and at Expo '72.
Appearing in concert here
with Andrae and Sandra will
be " Sweet Spirit" , four black
girls from New York with a
fan t astic "Supreme " -like
sound.
Students should find the
group genuinely con cerned
· about' them, their feeling s,
their problems , and their lives .
Although they communicate
from the stage, there will also
be opportunity for personal
-conversation with members of
the group. All students are
urged to participate .in this
experience.

It should dpr, e;i l not o n i"v to t hosi, who we nt to sd :ool
t he 5 0 's but to oth e r ;i gP. s ~s well" .
•

e v P. ntl

;n

G LE !\i N A SYSE . SUN -T I MES ,.

"THE WILOEST, FU~J N!E ST, RAli NC HIEST EVEi\l!~JG
YOU 'VE EVER SPENT i!\I TH E 1 HE ATR E, I LOV ED IT!"

- 338-8989

s
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PHOTOGRAPHY
6040 N. CAllFORNIA
AT PETERSON - CHICAGO

SHUBERT
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.Platform Per·11s·
Are platform shoes safe? .This question has been asked of tne
American Medical Association many times in the past year or so,
with the increase in popularity of shoe styles that elevate the
wearer from 3 to 7 inches off the ground.
The answer to the question is : No. They aren't safe.
Those who insist on following the extreme style - men as well
as women - should be prepared to fall dowri. Hard. With a
sprained ankle of a broken bone as the result. Plus skinned knees,
elbows and hands.
The biggest problem with platform shoes is the c;lap.ger
inherent in the height of the platform, combined with a rigid
construction that doesn' t allow the foot to adapt itself to the
surface below. This throws the foot off balance, and forces the
legs and knees to accommodate. The result is often the traumatic
injuries that have raised the number of people seeking foot care
in the last several montlis by about 30% .
For those who decide to wear platforms despite the risk the
AMA offers a word of caution: Walk carefully, and take your
time. Most falls occur when the wearer is .in a hurry and becomes
careless. Darting up and down curbs and across streets in the
high shoes is asking for trouble.

by Gerri Leffner
Microphones set up, earphones in place, cameras ready
for zoom-in shots, spotlights
flicked on... Ready ... "Stand
by, please," That's when it all
started.
Music filled the patiently
waiting ears of over two
· hundred people in the audience_
at WTTW, Channel 11 located
at 5400 N. St. Louis (next door
to the Science Building,) on
January 21 at 4:15 p.m. The
sweet, soft notes of the piano
struck -away as the drums and
bass kept tempo and rhythm
perfectly. "The Ramsey Lewis
Trio " is undoubtably a group
of professionals.
When the instrumental selection ended, Ramsey Lewis,

anered
handsome,
rather welcomed
mild-manpersonalty
_everyone to the show. After a
few brief comments, he introduced "the Tennesee Stevens,
Phil Upchurch Quintet. " Soft
pink and blue lights magically
appeared in t he background.
The effort to produce somethin·g great was sh!!red by
each of these five members.
The audience, awed by these
sounds expressed their delight
by loud and vigorous rounds of
applause. Two of the selections
played by "The Tennessee
Stevens, Phil Upchurch Quintet" were, "Wake Up to Make
Up" and "When I'm Kissin'
My Love."
I was very impressed by
these two groups. Given
another chance, I'd like to see
and hear them again.

Got the Winter Blahs?
By Rita Harmata
Want something to do
during those "blah" months of
January and February during
your free time? Why not try
any of the following:
1,. Academy of Sciences,
2001 N. Clark. Open daily 10
to 5. Walk in any time. It 's
free. Call 549-0606 for more
info.
2. Adler Planetarium, 1300
S. Lake Shore Dr. Open 9 :30
to 4:30. Free admission to
building, 75c to attend the sky
show.
3. Architectural walking
tours of Chicago's Loop
buildings, led by volunteer
guides of the Chicago School
of Architecture Foundation,
start at north steps of Chicago
Public Library at Randolph
and Michigan. Tues., Thurs.,
and Sat. at 10 am. $1.00
contribution asked.
4. Art Institute, Michigan at
Adams. 10 am to 5 pm, except
Thurs. to 8:30 pm. Free
admission on Thursday.

5. Board of Trade, 141 W .
Jackson. No charge to view
trading in action from the

visitor's gallery, fiv.e days a
week, 9:30-1';15 pm.
6. Chicago Historical Society N. Clark and W. North.
Open 9:30 to 4:30. Admission
- 50c.
7. Chinatown, Cermak Rd. &
Wentworth Ave. For more info
on the area, contact the
Chinese American Civic Council, 2249 S. Wentworth.
8. Field Museum of Natural
History, Roosevelt Rd. at
Lake Shore Dr. Admission 35c to students, free ·on
Fridays to all.

9. Museum of Science and
Industry, still an all-u'me
favorite. 57th St. and Lake
Shore Dr. Free admission.
10. Navy Pier, foot of Grand
Ave. and the Lake. Open 10 to
10.
11. Midwest Stock E_x change, 120 S . LaSalle. Visitors galleries open 9:00-2:30,
Mon. thru Fri.
12. Oriental Institute Museum. U. of Chicago. 1155 E.
58th St. Open Tues. thru Sun.
10 to 5. Free admission.

by Paula Levy

.

The monster within us
"We have power, you and l,but what good is that now? We
would build a new world , if we only knew how . .. "
- E . Blau, M. Shuman, based on l~ics by J. Brei -

I found this tidbit in the True Facts section of this month 's
National Lampoon : "North Vietn~ese doctors have reported
remo~ing a 10-inch long 'monster ' with a head, tongue, teeth, and
legs, growing inside a 22-year-old man.
According to the North Vietnamese News agency, a 'Surgical
team in Hanoi headed by Prof. Ton That Tung performed the
operation. The news report stated that the 'monster' was located
between the liver, the right kidney and the right lung. It weighed
1.5 kilograms (3 pounds, 5 ounces) and measured 25 centimeters
(10 inches) in length. It had a monstrous tongue capping the
head, which had a cyclopic eye and vestiges of a ja"'.' · with
well-formed teeth.'
The news agency did not identify the patient, nor did it report
whether he was feeling any better following the operation.
Montreal Star [Margaret Davis). "
It's a weird thing to read after just witnessing "Village of the
Damned " on t he late late show - a story about a little town in
England where the entire population passes out for a couple of
hOl.lfS and wakes to find every able-bod_ied woman pregnant, even
the virgins. Heavy , heavy . They all give birth to precocious
platinum-haired children with strange eyes who can make the
grown-ups shoot each other or set fire to themselves simply by
staring at t hem. Who says blondes don 't have more fun? The
powers behind all this were, of course, creatures from other space.
Recently, however, the creatures have become residents of
lower space, ie, the Devil in "The Exorcist.' ' More major
periodicals than I care to remember have published at least 4
articles on the movie; · one describing public reaction, one
interviewing the director or the female star (the Devil was not
available for comment), one criticizing the film, and one
defending the criticizm. Each of the articles includes every dirty
detail, whereby many ·of the critics, in their overzealous attempts
to squash the movie, have assured its continued success. All we
can do now is wait for the sequels: Beneath the Exorcist, Son of
Exorcist, and The Exorcist Rides Again.
The major problem in discussing such things is the credibility
gap. If we ·don't believe in the Devil , we will not believe that he
can take over little girls' bodies. If we don 't believe in creatures
from outer space or virgin birth , we will sneer at precocious
p latinum children (or their mothers): If we don't believe in the
National Lampoon or the Montreal Star or even North Vietnam,
we will chuckle at the "monster" story and mutter something
about Commie propaganda. And we. might be right.
But we might be wrong. There is only one word I can use to
describe this conflict : horse-fewmets (look' that up in your Funk
& Wagnall's ). There are enough monsters around here and now
to keep us busy and they 're flourishing quite well in inner space,
that mysterious abode from whence they came in the first place.
The enemy, as usual, is us.
The things we do to each other tend to make the Devil look like
Tinker Bell; from torture in Greece to suppression in Russia,
from killing our wildlife to destroying our water, from
incompetence in the White House to felony in the White House,
from Syndicate warlords to big city slumlords, from that fancy
Loop store that stocks guns right next to bicycles to that fancy
new Civic Center where it takes 5· years to come to trial, from
that professor who doesn 't give a damn to that moment
yesterday when you could have said something good to
somebody who needed it - but you didn't.
Perhaps we might consider doing some exorcising of our own;
if we only knew how.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
STANLEY H. KAPLA1t EDUCATIONAL CENTER
CHICAGO . 2050 W. Devon Ave . CHICAGO
Preparatory courses for the fol lowing exams are now
being .formed - Courses begin seven weeks prior to the
test - REGISTER EARLY.
T
E
LSAT 4-20-74
GRE 4-27-74
s
.
T
MCAT 5-4-74
DAT 4-20-74
D
A
2yr.Nat'IBds. 6-74 TE
ATGSB 7-13-74

A TREMENDOUS SAAB STOFiY
CALL TERRY iVlcFARLANE FOR DETAILS.

769-3939
NEW, USED & DEIVlOS AVAi lAB LE

BROADWAY SAAB 6019 f\l . BROADWAY ,

•

Taped Lessons For Review _or Mi ss ed Classes

•

Course Ma terial Constantly Updated

•

Small Classes

•

Compact Course.s

•

Tutors From The Field oT Your Test

(312) 764-5151
Established 1938
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What·A Paradox!

AND

POP
By Tom Foutris
February 22, 1974, is the
date the U.N.I. Ski Club has
selected for its first weekend
trip of the new year. Co-ordinator, Ed Kapl_a n stated that the
location, Indian Head Mountain in Wakefield, Michigan,
has · "100 inches of ski-able
fluffy powder."
Wakefield, Michigan is about 400 miles Northwest of
Chicago, located in the upper
peninsula. The res(!rt includes
8 runs, ski insturction, and
equipment rentals.
Included in the $53.00 per
person charge, is: 5 meals, a
chartered Motor Coach, lodg- •
ing, . indoor swimming pool,

recreational rooms and an after·
skiing party on Saturday, the ·
23rd, including wine, cheese,
and a rock band. To withstand
the long trip up, fried chicken
and all the beer and pop "you
can handle" will be available.
It is very important that all
money be in · early to secure

reservations, a $30.00 deposit
being preferred. For more
information, contact □ ED
KAPLAN
673-3842 or
ARLENE KORERE 764-0293.
Get your reservations now,
and give "Jean-Claude" Kaplan or "Spider" Korere a run
for their money!

Gasless Masses?
The energy situation is a
public affair, and , yet the
government of many administrations, not just the present
one, has failed to develop
stockpiles of various fuels for
emergencies, so as not to tax
one resource too greatly.

Research was not greatly
stimulated. More warnings
could have been put forth by
the government rather than
leaving it up · to seperate
environmental organizations
like Citizens for Clean Air, The

by Richard Lindberg
Chicago. The 1930's, a time of bread lines, and a general sense
of desperation f,;>r all concerned. It was also a time of confidence
men and hustlers out to make a fast buck via the smoke filled
.. back rooms of rigged poker games and horse betting, and if
you 're so lucky you might run across that once in a lifetime
chance to put the big "sting" on some wealthy fat cat who would
do the same to you if he could.
Reunited ·for the first time since "Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid," Paul Newman and Robert Redford team up to
portray a pair of slick confidence men operating out of depression
ridden Chicago in the "Sting."
The plot twists and turns, as Johnny Hooker, (Reford) seeks
out the most famous con man around Henry Gondorff, (Newman)
to learn the tricks of the trade in order to avenge the death of his
former partner Luther who was executed as a result of an order
from a powerful eastern syndicate chieftan, Doyle Lonegan
(Robert Shaw).
Together Hooker and Gondorff plan the big con, aimed at
clipping Lonegan for a cool five hundred thousand. A phony
bookie joint is set up to entice Lonegan to lay all his cash on a
fixed race. Hooker sets up Lonegan for the big sting till, an
ambitious Joliet cop and the FBI interfere.
Some offbeat turns and a unique ending catch the viewer
totally offguard, and in this way the big sting is pulled on the
audience. The movie is put together in a "magazine" type format
with each scene being introduced with a Norman Rockwell style
drawing. It's as if one were looking through an old edition of
Saturday Evening Post. The background music is a collection of
old Scott _Joplin piano rags, as the film tries hard to convey a
feeling of beng there.
For all the escapism within it, a realistic glimpse of Chicago
and the near south side is presented. The credibility of the
"Sting" lies within the fact that the nostalgia theme is not
overdone, rather serves as an effective background, i.e. casual
references to the 20th Century Limited, ,and the radio program
"Gangbusters." The depression is only mentioned in passing, but
you can feel the despair o"f the times in the candid shots of the
decaying tenements and the desperate men led to crime by the
unemployment.
The "Sting" is a movie worth seeing. so why not? After all, all
you really need is a little confidence.

Sierr{I Club, or Save The
Dunes Council. 'F-wo government brochures are well worth
mentioning though. "Selected
Publications on the Environment" lists publications which
can be ordered from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency Office to " increase
citizen awarness and knowledge of his environment. "For
a copy, write to Office of
Public Affairs of E.P.A.,
Washington, D .C ., 20460 .
"Groups That Can Help " is a
directory of environmental
organizations. It costs 25c
from the Superintendant of
Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, W ashingt0n,
D.C., 20402.
What can be done?
For example , the gas
shortage intruding on us did
awaken people world-wide to
the fact that suddenly they
were without their " fair
share. " Memories of gas-loaded years-past crept into the
picture. As long as people's
minds are now awakened, this
resource should be utilized in
activating everyone to a
participatory state.
We need to change while we
can. Everybody's going to
suffer a lot in the end, because
they all didn't want to suffer a
bit in the beginning. Alvin
Toffler argues that man must
learn to control the rate of
change in his personal affairs
as well as in society at large,
or else we are doomed to a
massive adaptational breakdown. Yet an adaptational
breakdown may be just what's
needed by man and society.
May is very adaptive. We may
adapt to an environment so
mis~rable, it would kill off all
nature
plants, animals,
sunlight - all of it.

by Joe Wynn
As I crossed the street just yesterday I was confronted by the
metal and plastic reality of today's greatest paradox. A well
dressed, sexy, apparently intelligent, and I would assume law
abiding young lady parking her car across the crosswalk in front
of me.
Now perhaps it was a bit presumptuous of me to expect her to
drive down the block, turn her car once more, walk an additional
forty or so yards, and ·take advantage of one of the three vacant
parking spaces on the other side of the street. After all: it was
hardly fair, let alone gentlemanly of me, to vent the feisty mood I
had acquired through at least three encounters with similarly
parked cars in the last five or so -blocks. What right have I, a
mere citizen, to become perturbed at twice being quite nearly
struck down, in as many blocks, by all-holy motorists far to
intent on their Saturday shopping to watch for pedestrians in the
crosswalk as they turn corners at speeds quite obviously in
excess of that which is prudent in a congested area? Is it not
intolerable that my neighbors, and myself, should expect the fire
hydrants in our local to be left unobstructed by automobiles that
the fire department might have ready access should an
emergency arise?
But of course, what of the good Mayor's men in blue? Are
they not charged with seeing to the moral conduct of the
citizenry? Obviously in a city so devoid of rape, muggings,
murders, larceny, etc. they have little else to-do for their salary
but to write three or four hundred parking citations each shift.
What does it matter that ninty percent of the citations will be
cast upon the ground, to flutter in the gutter, ignored by the
privileged vehicle owner?
It is; of course, a commonly known and unquestionable fact,
that all transgressions of the law are committed by amoral
characters; hippies, transients, drunks, communists, leftists, and
other unsavory types. These of course are the ones whom the
police should be harassing, and not the good, upstanding citizen
who has a car, perhaps two, maybe a home, and most certainly a
job.
,
After all, these people elected their king ; and it should be
perfectly clear that if he is above the law so are they. Which is
perfectly clear, until one realizes that their king's mandate equals
anarchy.
•
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TROUBLE SHOOTER -r esearching files to answer
Vendor problems. 5 days per
week from 5:00 to 9:00 p .m .
Walgreen Drug Company 4300
W. Peterson. Salary: $2.50 per
hour.
Cu stomer Serv ice Trainee
needed by Allstate Insurance.
Hours are tentatively 5-8pm
and the salary is $2.75 per
hour . with a 10% bonus.
Trainees will be taught map
and general travel information.
For further info , contact
placement office, B-116.

Personals
The UNI Vets Club meets on
Thursdays at 1:00 in room
S-222. Anyone can join the
club and everyone is welcome
at the meetings!
The UNI Vets Club is holding
a free "Beer Bash" on Friday,
Feb. 22 from 3 p.m. till 6 p.m.
All Vets (and their " escorts " )
are welcome to come and join
us in the Unicorn! See you
there!
WANTED : Good home for 3
adorable, black Kittens. Very
good families . Call after 6 pm
588-8033.
BABY
If you are a
pregnant woman, or know of
one who wishes to complete a
pregnancy and would consider
allowing the infant to be
adopted by a young couple
who cannot have any children
- of their own, please contact the
people in Room 4-080, ext.
8368.' The matter will be
handled in strictest confidence
and entirely according to legal
proceedings. All medical and
hospital expenses will be paid
by the adopting parents.

In debate, the junior varsity
team of Donna Hacker and
Dan Borschke had an outstanding record in their first
competition of the season.
They compiled a 4-2 record and
ranked 2nd in the tournament
before quarter-final round with
a total of 279 point s. Dan with

Wanted Guitarist for light
rock Lounge band. Call Ron
after 6:00 267-0237

For Sale
BICYCLES 2 Vista 3 speed
bicycles. Man' s and woman 's
wit h attached baby seat. Both
·1 yr. old. $65.00 each Call
674-97q9

(Phto by Kevin Ramon)
VW '72, $2000, radio, heater,
good cond. , bright blue, white
inter. 728-6511 , after 9 :30 pm
M,W,Th, after 6 pm T,F,S or
all day Sunday. Infor call
Angelo at Ext. 224.

Typewriter for Sale. Hermes
3000. $135.00 Call Serge after
5:30. 248-4408.
ENGLISH TRIMESTER '73

The Treff is out. Be at
Hogan's, 4560 Lincoln, where
the action is. 2-1-74.

Calendar

of E1'ents
Fri., Feb. 1: The Queen Bee
is in the Tiger's Eye and the
Yellow is Stained Red, Little
Theater, 8 pm (Sat. too ).
Tues. Feb . 5: Andrae
Crouch, Aud. 1 pm.
Jack Johnson, Auditorium,
7:30.
Wed ., Feb. 6: Spoon River
Anthology , Aud. 8 pm.
Thur. , Feb. 7: Redwood
Landing, Concert, Aud. 1 pm
Free.
Notice: Tickets available in
E -205n for Joffrey Ballet (Feb .
10) and Dancers of the Ivory
Coast (Feb. 22). Free.
139 points and Donna with 140
points both placed in the TOP
10 speakers out of total of 66
speakers. Unfortunately, they
lost on a close decision in the
quarter-final round. For their
effort, they were awarded the
5th place trophy. CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!!!

LINO'S
PIZZA
478-3585

11

Queen Bee'': Refreshing Sting

by Gerri Leffner
The Department of Speech
and Performing Arts presents
the Sweet Mama Popcorn
Rhythm Theatre Company in
its last performance of " The
Queen Bee is in the Tiger's
Eye and the Yellow is Stained
Red, " today, February 1 and
Saturday, February 2 in the
Little Theatre. The play begins
at 8: p.m.
As the title implies , this
play · is no run-of-the-mill
production. It is based heavily
on homosexuality and is
delightfully refreshing.
The eight actors, one woman
and sev~n men, portrayed the
characters with more than

;·

/

amateur talent. A touch of the
classical Greek drama manifested itself as a chorus of three
personalities periodically entered to explain the emotions and
ideas expressed on stage.
Shabazz, the author of " The
Queen Bee is in the Tiger's
Eye and the Yellow is Stained
Red," created a rather complex
story which runs as follows:
Rose Heller , the main
character, is a homosexual who
masquerades as a female
vocalist· in the Tiger's eye, a
Mister-Kelly 's type nightclub .
Rose loves his mana g er ,
Edward Wolff, with more t han
simple brotherly love. Edward ,
on the other hand , has an

obsession with money. Neither
will permit anyone (including
Edward 's fiancee) or anything
to stop him from what he
warits . Rose's charming " girlfriends'' (fellow-homosexuals l
enter to lay complimen ts on
him and express their happiness in being liberated gay
people. Rose is torn between
his individuality and the love
he has for Edwarq.
Finally, I'd say this quo te
from the play reveals the
themes: " Do : dare to drop the
mask, do I dare to touch your
flesh , so small a thing it
seems , so fine an expression it
feels ."
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Ice Eagles
Break Records

UNI vs. _
Cincinnati?
with their defensive play . Most
by George Tomaszewski
While the folks down in . of St. Francis' offense came
Cincinna t i were wondering from their hot shooting
who and what was North- guards. Pacing the Eagles'
eastern Illinois, I was imagin- at tack were Gary Staniec, 29
ing what kind of a game it was points, Ethan Loveless , 15
- going to be between our markers, Dan Crawford, 18
Eagles and nat ionally ranked points, and Marty O'Gradney,
Cincinnati. Garv S. tossed in 17 points and 18 rebounds.
M a r t y als o s hut out his
40 points, Jim DiMat teo was
defensive assignment.
good for 30 more. LoveOn Jan. 26 t he Ealges pied
less and O'Gradn ey com the Pipers of P urdue Calumet
bined for 50 rebounds. With
102-59. UNI put on t heir p ress
two seconds left in the game,
the score tied at 100 all, Dan from the opening jump and led
Crawford anticipated, inter- - 14-4 after 3 minutes of play.
cepted, and went in for the Somehow the Pipers managed
to tie the match at 28 all with
winning bucket as the Eagles
6:58
remaining in the half. But
upset Cinncy 102-100. Well, it
the Eagles promptly took the
didn 't exactly happen that
way . As a matter of fact , lead and led at the half 40-34.
Cinncy and Lloyd Batts In the second half, with Gary
Staniec (16 rebounds) and
smoked the Eagles off the
Marth
O ' Gradney ( 15 recourt 109-73. Cincinnati· put on
a devastating full court press bounds) establishing total
that the Eagles had a hard dominance under the boards, it
time penetrating. John Way- was blow out time at UNI's
tula pumped in 12 points in Mausoleum. Tne Eagles' fastbreak, run and gun offense
. the losing cause.
came
alive, and with 6:31 left
On Jan. 23 UNI downed St.
to play UNI was in command
Francis 97-88. Jim _Di Matteo,
who finished the game with 1·4 75-50. In the last 5 minutes of
points, saia that gooct outside play the Eagles ou tscored the
shooting and team effort were Pipers 27-9, mainly on the
the key factors to the Eagles' excellent defensive efforts of
win but also pointed out that Dan 'Pickpocket' Crawford,
he wasn 't especially satisfied Jim 'Big D' DiMatteo, and
John Melendez.

JV Champs

Northeastern' s
Basketball
Junior Varsity defeated t he
College of Chiropractors Saturday, J anuary 26, by the score
of 108- 103 in a game played on
the Golden Eagles home court.
The victory raised the Junior
Varsity's r~cord to 8-4 and
their curren t winning streak to
six games as they come closer
in their goal for an undefeated season after a somewhat
disappointing first half. Leading the scoring for Northeastern in Saturday 's win was
John Waytula with 38 points,
and long with backcourt Pam
Nicketta consistantly put pres- 28 of them coming in a
spectacular first half. Giving
sure on the ball-handlers fo r
·
Waytula
strong support in the ·
Carthage.
scoring column wa s John
J ohann with 21 and ,Jeff
Once again the small front
Johnson with 20. ·Northeastern
line of Linda Harty, Laurie
held a 59-54 lead at t he close of_
Fo_s ter and Kathy Cresmyre
t_
h e first twenty minutes and in
controlled the boards like they
the second half began .to blow
owned them . Even though
t heir opponents out of the gym .
Linda and Laurie got into foul
as they amassed a lead which
t rouble , Lourdes Ubides ,
at one time was as much as 22
Kathy Serczyk an"tlci. Karen
points. However, when Coach
Kirst came through to provide
Douglas Di Vincent s~nt in his
the dept h that every good
second team to finish up the
team needs.
College of Chiropractors struck
Carthage soon found that it's
back and forced Mr. DiVincent
hard to stop a· team that has
to send back his starters with •
all fi ve people on the court
one
minute left to protect what
making key plays at one time
was then a slim lead. The UV 's
or ·another.
next contest is ·a home game
Guzik 's girls triumph once
against the College of Podiatry
again 4-0-36.
Friday 1, at 5:30 pm.

Wright Winged; Carthage

Falls To G-Girls .

by Dennis Dailey
Friday, Jan . 18, Guzik 's
girls drew their biggest home
turnout ever. This was due to
the fact t hat the game was at
2: 00 pm. and all wandering
curiosity seekers stopped by to
see women (imagine t hat?)
play basketball.
The second surprise of the
afternoon came when W rig ht's
girls came ou t smoking from
the ou tside. At one time our
not-so-fleet-footed team was
dow n at 17-6 deficit . Bu t t he
second half proved to make it
all worth while as t he game
tu rned in to a ca tch-up thriller.
Our girls decided to turn-on
what makes t hem a winning
team - a tight defensive zone,
a good fast break and a
schrewdness t hat get s t hem
t he boards, despite their small
size. The pressure was put on
Wrights offense by t he quick,
"happy hands" of Marquerite
Weissmuller and Pam Nicketta
while the boards were controlled by Kathy Crismyre, Laurie
by Roseann Podraza
Foster a nd Linda Harty . With
About two weeks ago the
t heir non -s t op hu s tle t he Swim Team had their first and
G-girls forged on •to a 34-3 1 only home game of the Winter
victory .
Trimester in the UNI · pool.
Monday, J an . 21 t he Nort hThe turn-out was phenomenal.
eastern gi rl s t ra veil ed t o
Even after the aides set up
Wisconsin to meet Carthage
more seating space to meet the
College. From t he minute the
horde of spectators, people
girls walked into t he gym it
were
turned away .
looked like it was going to be a
This article is not a re-cap of
long night. Stiff necks became
the game, but an illustration of
common as every UNI girl looked up to her opponent. T he the need for more space and
Carthage amazons may have faci litie s in the A t hletic
laug hed at our size, but t hey ·Recreation Dept. I had t he
didn't laugh long, as they opportunity to discuss some of
found themselves trailing by the problems with t he Swim
11 points at one time in the Coach Mr. Schimpf and of
first half.
these we hit two main areas.
Capt. Marguerite Weismul- Accordipg to him , the gym
ler stole the ball repeatedly area is not meeting the needs

Hurting!''
of the University ·and the
surrounding community. Mr.
Schimpf explained t hat · the
school was built to accommodate 2,500 students and they
did not env1s10n Women's
Athletics or more leisure time.
Right now it's hard to use the
pool or casually work off a few
extra pounds without disturbing a class. The present gym
area is trying to adapt to
student's and faculty needs,
but as Dr. Waechter points
ou t, " Classe have to be first ."
There is a definite short age
. of space _a nd the gym cannot
presently meet the needs of the
University or the community.
As Mr. Schimpf said: "We're
hurting!"

stopped 40 shots on goal and
by Mike Dunn
The Northeastern ice Eagles
Setze's two goals saved the tie.
continued their record breakEverything broke loose in
ing ways last week by beating the Illinois State game. State,
Morraine Valley 6-5 for their hiring their own " special"
first conference win. The win, official, the same one who
their fourth in a row, was officiated t he penalty riddled
extremely sweet since the Bradley game, let t he game
"Eagles " were down 5-2 going get ·out of hand and "shafted "
into the last period of play. - t he E agles to a 6-0 loss. The
Mike Se tze con t inued hi s official s kep t · Northea stern
scoring pace by scoring his · playing at a disadvan tage
25th goal ·o f the season almost the entire game. Two
(breaking the record of 24) and
U.N .I. players were maliciously thrown out of the game,
assisting on another goal.
Cap tain Jack Hesotian, .show- and at one time, t he Eagles
ing up late 'tiue co car trouble, had ¼ of their team in the
scored two important goals to penalty box. Only the brilliant
lead the Eagles to victory in goaltending of Art Kasak kept
the last period. Emil · Twar- the "Eagles" from 1 being
dowski scored the winning totally blowen off the ice.
goal with about 2½ minutes Kasak stopped 53 hard shots
left in the game, assisted by on goal.
Armen Ouzounian. Sheer deHead trainer Mike Dunn had
sire and determination gave his hands full the entire.
the "Ice Eagles" their victory. w~ek-end trying to keep his
Then Northeastern fighting players in playing condition
Ice Eagles took their four after the "maul" of cuts and
game win streak down state to bruises received during every
play Western Illinois, Bradley, game. Facial cu ts and body
an d Ill. State this p ast bruises kep t him busy during
week-end. They " happily" left and after the game.
Peoria losing two and tying
A formal protest is being
one.
sent to the league office by
Losing a well played game head coach Ray B iond o,
against Western Ill. 5-0 Fri. protesting t he t reatment of his
njght, they bounced back to players. Biondo stated , " This
overcome Bradley -and the is the worst officiating I have
officials by gaining a 4-4 tie. ever seen and we will never get
Only t he " hot" goal tending of on t he ice here again if this is
Bob Dunn and the timely the t ype of officiating they
scoring of Mike Setze kept the allow in National Collegiate
officials from achieving their Hockey!"
' second straight w_in. Dunn

·women~ Gymnastics
Suffer First Loss
by Lindy Moeller
Las t week , Northeastern 's
Womens Gymnastic team suffered their fir s t loss to
Wheaton College by a thin
margin of three po1nts. Although l).ampered by injuries ,·
Northeastern did manage to
place in several events. On
uneven-parallel bars , Maria
Murphy and Myra Bugaisky
tied for. first place. Myra also
placed third all-around. Linda
Moeller placed first in beam ,
second in floor exercise and
third in vaulting. Lindy also
took first all-around.
This meet was also the first
time Northeastern 's inter;nediate team competed. The two
women team composed .of
Carolyn placing first on bars,
beam, vaulting, floor exercise
and all-aro u r.d , and Vicki
placing second on beam.
Also last week, Northeastern met . Triton and Concordia

Colleges in a triangular meet.
J'he team placed second behind
Triton and ahead of third place
Concordia.
Placing in this meet were
Myra Bugaisky , who took a .
third in vaulting and s~cond
all-around, Yvette Mallagini,
who competed for the first
time this "year took a first in
flo or exercise , and Lindy
Moeller placed first in beam
and first all-around.
Not to be forgotten are the
other team member s who
contributed to the total team
score. They are, Diane Langill,
Kathy Pascalo, Colleen Flaherty, Ellen Matysik, Tina
Avila, Debbie Patterson, Edna
Bogdan and Cathy Ciucci.
Northeastern is looking forward to regionals, Feb. 9 at
· Triton where they will re-meet
Wheaton and Triton. Spectat ors welcome. I nformation
from coach Betty Meyer or
team members .

Want a change in your lunchtime routine?
Go Chinese - Apierican dishes , too .
Lunch served to all students at all hours.

3411 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.

